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Note:

SECTION-I

Q.t. Attempt any Six of the following :

i) Find the negation of the following statements

a) (p^q) -+(-pvr)

b) (qv-r) n (pvq)

ii) Find the co-factors of the elements of the matrix

All questions are compulsory
Figures to the right indicate full marks
Graph paper is compulsory for L.p.p.
Logarithm table will be provided on request
Answers to Section-I and section-Il should be written in two
separate iurswer books.

Questions from section-I attempted in the answer book of section II
and vice versa will not be essential/not given any credit.
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Iiii) The function f(x) is defined as

fQ) : e2* - I for x;e 0
5x

:'' 2 forx=0
Discuss the continuity of f(x) at x:0
Evaluate t:f'(1Sin7sx + xr25)dx

-iD)

Find the area of the region bounded by Curve

y: x2+1 and the lins

x:0 and x:3
The price P for the demand D is given by p: 1g3 + lZ)D _3D2. Find D, for which
price is increasing.

Evaluate l:t *2 dx

Jr."r
Evaluate I = I .* [cotx - cot2x - 1] dx

)
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Q.2. A) Attempt any Two of the following :

i) Prove that (p eq) = (-p e-q)
I-r o o-llrii) If ,&l 2 I o [hen find A-l using elementary column transformations.lll:: I

iii) The function f(x) is defined as,

f(x) 15*-3*-5* + 1 forx + 0,.is continuous atX:0, find f(0)
xtanx

Q.2.B. Attempt any Trvo of the following :

i) Evaluate I:f *'+2 dx

J (;T4) (.Tt

ii) If xTye: (**y)'6, then show that dy-=1v_ \
-d- G,

iii) If the demand function is D : p * 6,_find the elasticity of demad at p:4.
P-3

Q.3.A. Attempt any Two of the following:

i) Solve the equations by method of reductiotr, x - y * z : 1, 2x-y:1 and

3x+3Y-{7=2

ii) Express the truth of each of the following statement by venn-Diagram.

a) No circles are polygons.

b) some rectangles are squares

c) All reit numbers are complex numbers

iii) Find a and b, if f is continuous at x = I

where f(x) sinflx + a for x <l
, x-l

:2fI forx: l
: I *cosllx +bforx> I

II(t-x)2
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Q.3.B. Attempt any TWO of the following : 0g

i) Evaluate f 
= 

1yal log (t + tanx) dx
r--l I -Ll

ii) If y: *\' , , find dy
(tanx)* dx

iii) A manufucaturer can sell x items at apriceof Rs. (280-x) each. The cost of
producing x items is Rs. (x2 + 40x +35). Find the number of items to be sold so

that manufacturer can make maximum profit.

SECTION-II

Q.4. Attempt anv SIX of the following . L2

0 In usual notations, if lso : 790 and, lso:24250, then find Lso.

ii) From the data on two random variables U and V given, find the correlation coefficient.

tr: 8, IUi:40,IVi: 160,IUiVi = l200,IUi2:600, IVi2:3600
iiO Find the common region for the following system of linear inequations :

8x + 5y < 80, 4x + 5y < 60, x, y) 0

iv) Following is the bivariate frequency distribution of height and weight of 25 adult males.

Find a) the marginal distribution of Height (X)

b) the conditional distribution of Weight (y)
when height (X) lies in the interval 155 - 164

y. The equations of two regression lines are x: 4y + 5 and l6y : x * 64,
find (i) the means (ii) coeffiient of correlation between x and y

vi. Given X - N (4,25)rfndp [x <a]

vii. Find the amount after2years if a sum of R 1200 is invested at the end of every

6 months at 12%o p.a. compounded half yearly [given that (1.06)a = 1.2625]

Weight (in kg) Height (in cms) X
Y

60-64

65-69

70-74

150 - 154

J

2

2

155 - 159

1

4

2

160 - 164

2

1

1

165 - 169

4
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vii- Find the equation of line of regression of y and x for the following data:

n : 8, I(x -i ) (y -I) : l2a,i.: 2a,i: 30, 6x: 2, {, : 3

Q.5.A.Attempt any TWO ofthe following:

i) A and B are parhrers in business. A puts in Rs.5000 and B puts in Rs.6000. A receives

12.5% of the profits for managing the business and the rest is divided in proportion

.of their capitals. what does each get out of profit of Rs.1760/- ?

ii) Thepdf of continuous random variable X is givenby f(x):x 0 <X<4
8

:0 otherwise

Find (a) (x < 2) (b) p(2 <Xs3) (c) p(x>3)
1/

ooo
ii| Calculate €0, e I ,€2 from the following data

Age0tZ
lx 1000 870 866

Tx 3313

B. Attempt any TWO of the foltowing :

i) Three new machines M1, Mz and M3 are to be installed in a machine shop. There are
four vacant places A, B, C and D. Due to limited space M2 cannot be placed at B.
The cost matrix (in 00 Rs.) is as follows :

Machines ' places

ABCD
Mr 12 9 lt 10

M, 14-12tg
M34695
Determine the optimal assignment schedule.

ii) Minimize Z= 3x+ y subject to Constraints

5x+PY<45; x*Y)2, y34, x,y)0
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A bill of Rs.7300 drawn on 7ft June 2013 was encashed for Rs.7108 on 22"d October

2413. If the rate of interest was l2o/o p.a. What is the legal due date ? Hence find

period of bill.

Q.6.A. Attempt anv TWO of the following:

i) Calculate CDR for the district A and B and compare them

From the following data on two random variable X and y.

of Y and X. Hence find y when x: l0

A random variable X follows Poisson Distribution such that p(x

Find a) p (x:0), b) p(x > 2). (Use e-r'5: O.Z23l)

06

ii)

1)
iii)

Obtain the regression line

:2) :3 P(x :
4

Q.6.8. Attempt any Two of the following :

i) The scores obtained by 10 candidates in drawing (D and music (y) are givn below

08

District A District B

Age groups
(in years)

No. of
Persons ('000)

No. of
Deaths

No. of
Persons ('000)

No of
Deaths

Below i5

L5 -25
25-65

65and above

1

3

2

4

20

30

40

60

2

7

1

5

50

70

25

80

X 6 4 9 J 7 5 8

Y 8 4 9 6 5 J

Compute Spearman' s rank Correlation Co effi cient.
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ii) Five jobs each of which must go through two machines M1 and M2 in the order M1
I\&. Processing time (in hours) is given in the following table :

Machine Jobs

ABCDE
M1 6 2 10 4 11

M237895

Determine the optimal sequences ofjobs that will minimize total elapsed time. Also
find ideal time for machine Mr and Mz

iii) A property valued at Rs. 7 lakh is insured to the extend of Rs.4,20,000 at 4% less
ljY, Claculate the saving made in the premium by the insured. How much loss
does the owner bear including premium if the property is damaged to the extend of
40Yo of itsvalue ?

* * * rs * * ** ** * * * r, * ** ** *


